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Todayʼs talk is about…

1. Why software maintainability? 

3. Code smells and refactoring – New opportunities and new 
challenges… 

2. Metrics-based evaluation of maintainability – Applications 
and limitations 

4. What’s up in the “lab”? – Results from empirical studies on  
code smells and refactorings 

5. Examples of tools, frameworks and some ideas  



1. Why maintainability?
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“…They always say time changes things, but you       
  actually have to change them yourself…”  

- Andy Warhol

http://www.nilertuhttp://artisme.files.wordpress.com/2007/09/andy-warhol-photograph-c10036912.jpeg
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“…They always say time changes software, but you       
  actually have to change it yourself…!”  

- Andreas 
(anonymous programmer)

[C. Jones, 1998]
[K. H. Bennett, 1990]
[T. M. Pigoski, 1997] 

Most of the work done by developers 
is related to modifying software

http://www.gettyimages.com
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Why lack of maintainability could be a pain in the 
neck?
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Software entropy

http://www.ruthmalan.com

Why lack of maintainability could be a pain in the 
neck?
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Legacy systems

Software entropy

http://www.ruthmalan.com

http://www.ruthmalan.com

Why lack of maintainability could be a pain in the 
neck?
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Software entropy

Acquisition projects

http://www.ruthmalan.com

http://www.ruthmalan.com

Why lack of maintainability could be a pain in the 
neck?
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Legacy systems

Software entropy

Acquisition projects

Program comprehension

http://www.ruthmalan.com

http://www.ruthmalan.com

Scott Adams

Why lack of maintainability could be a pain in the 
neck?
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Microsoftʼs Office division assigned 20% of 
its development effort to re-develop and 
modify the code basis of their products  

[Cusumano & Selby, 1995]

Maintenance is expensive…!

Budget for software maintenance can be as 
high as 70% 

[Harrison & Cook, 1990]

(Other studies report between 75% and 80%)

Methods for evaluating and 
improving maintainability are 
critical to business



2. Metrics-based evaluation 
of maintainability  
Applications and limitations 
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Source code metrics have been used for 
evaluating maintainability…
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LOC
Cyclomatic complexity
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Tight Class Cohesion (TCC)

http://www.gettyimages.com

Depth of inheritance three (DIT)

Number of Children (NOC)

http://www.seniorsworldchronicle.com/2009/01/usa-womb-for-more-how-many-babies-can.html



Focus has been creating prediction models and 
quality models using metrics as input

 Error proneness … Effort estimation

Function points [IFPUG, 1999] 
COCOMO 2.0 [Boehm et. al, 1995]
Number of tasks [De Lucia, 2005]

Source lines of code [Park, 1992]
Object points [Kauffman, 1993]

Outcome N
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domain

developers requirements / tasks

time and 
other 
constraintsmethodology

First: Prediction models are sometimes too 
simplistic, and not always scalable and realistic…
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domain

developers requirements / tasks

time and 
other 
constraintsmethodology

First: Prediction models are sometimes too 
simplistic, and not always scalable and realistic…

Software maintenance 
projects have too 
many variables!
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http://wordofmoss.files.wordpress.com/2008/01/puzzled-man.jpg

MAX(0,(171 - 5.2 * ln (Halstead Volume) - 0.23 * 
(CC) - 16.2 * ln (LOC))*100 / 171)

Maintainability Index =

Second: Metrics are hard to interpret…
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http://wordofmoss.files.wordpress.com/2008/01/puzzled-man.jpg

Thresholds?

0-9 =     
10-19 =     

20-100 =  

MAX(0,(171 - 5.2 * ln (Halstead Volume) - 0.23 * 
(CC) - 16.2 * ln (LOC))*100 / 171)

Maintainability Index =

Second: Metrics are hard to interpret…
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http://wordofmoss.files.wordpress.com/2008/01/puzzled-man.jpg

Thresholds?

0-9 =  
10-19 =   

20-100 =  

In which contexts 
are they valid?

MAX(0,(171 - 5.2 * ln (Halstead Volume) - 0.23 * 
(CC) - 16.2 * ln (LOC))*100 / 171)

Maintainability Index =

Second: Metrics are hard to interpret…
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Metrics by themselves donʼt provide guidance for 
understanding the problem and finding a solution

What are the 
underlying 

issues?

How can we 
solve the 
issues?

We need comprehensible indicators 
of structural issues, which can help 
us to improve the design..

http://untidy.net/blog/2006/02/27/



3. Code Smells and 
refactoring as strategies to
evaluate and improve
maintainability
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Agile practices come along with refactoring and 
code smells for identifying refactoring needs…

Grandma Beck: "If it stinks, change it."
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Agile practices come along with refactoring and 
code smells for identifying refactoring needs…

Smell: Shotgun surgery
A change in a class results in 
the need to make a lot of little 
changes in several classes. 

Refactoring:
•  Move Method
•  Move Field

http://movingtosiliconvalley.wordpress.com/
2008/06/01/the-real-cost-of-relocation/
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Agile practices come along with refactoring and 
code smells for identifying refactoring needs…

Smell: Long message chain
This is the case in which a client 
has to use one object to get another, 
and then use that one to get to 
another... 

Refactoring:
Replace delegation with 
Inheritance 

http://www.odec.ca/projects/2005/
hucl5k0/public_html/genes.htm
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Taxonomies have been created for better 
understanding better code smells

Taxonomy of Code Smells
[Mantyla, 2003]

Group name Smells in group
The Bloaters

-Long Method 
-Large Class 
-Primitive Obsession 
-Long Parameter List 
-DataClumps

The Object-Orientation Abusers
-Switch Statements 
-Temporary Field 
-Refused Bequest 
-Alternative Classes with Different Interfaces

The Change Preventers -Divergent Change 
-Shotgun Surgery  
-Parallel Inheritance Hierarchies

The Dispensables
-Lazy class 
-Data class  
-Duplicate Code 
-Dead Code 
-Speculative Generality

The Couplers
-Feature Envy 
-Inappropriate Intimacy 
-Message Chains  
-Middle Man
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Some advances in code smells detection…
Code Smells detection/visualization
[Van Emden & Moonen, 2002]
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Some advances in code smells detection…

Metamodel contains info about:
packages, classes, interfaces, exceptions,
methods, constructors, static blocks, and fields. 

Relations between entities such as:
composition, inheritance, interface implementation,
thrown exceptions, inner classes, method calls, field 
accesses, and field assignments

Code Smells detection/visualization
[Van Emden & Moonen, 2002]
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Some advances in code smells detection…

Usage of relational algebra allows:
To implement “queries” by using information about the 
entities, their relations, and use thresholds for selection criteria.

e.g., RefusedBequest (rhetorical example in pseudo code):

Select * entities where 
count((methods from parent).IsUsed = ‘yes’) < 2

Code Smells detection/visualization
[Van Emden & Moonen, 2002]
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Some advances in code smells detection…

Three types of info:

•  If the system contains smells

•  What parts are affected

•  Where is the highest concentration

Code Smells detection/visualization
[Van Emden & Moonen, 2002]
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Some advances in code smells detection…

 Instanceof

 TypeCast

 RefusedBequest

 SwitchStatements

inheritance (late binding)

method overload

use a wrapper with given type

push down method 
push down field 
replace inheritance w/ 
delegation 

use inheritance

Which 
Code smells?

Code Smells detection/visualization
[Van Emden & Moonen, 2002]
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Some advances in code smells detection…
Specification of detection strategies (rules) for using metrics and thresholds 
for detecting code smells, design principle violations and anti-patterns
[Marinescu, 2002]
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Some advances in code smells detection…
Specification of detection strategies (rules) for using metrics and thresholds 
for detecting code smells, design principle violations and anti-patterns
[Marinescu, 2002]
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Some advances in code smells detection…
Commercial tool is available for detecting some code smells (based on 
Marinescu detection strategies) - Borland Together [IBM, 2007]
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Some advances in code smells detection…
Commercial tool is available for detecting some code smells (based on 
Marinescu detection strategies) - Borland Together [IBM, 2007]
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Some work on refactoring methods…

Tool support focusing on automated refactoring
[Tokuda & Bartok, 2001]

•  Semi-automatic approach
•  Transactional refactorings = sequence of primitive refactorings
•  14 kloc transformed automatically in a C++ application

Methodology focused at rising the level of abstraction

Divide design patterns into mini-patterns, and each mini-pattern 
connected to mini-transformations [OʼCinneide & P. Nixon, 1999]

Use definition of architectural violations and perform high-impact 
refactorings [Bourquin & Keller, 2007]
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Code smells provide guidance to recognize code 
segments in a need for refactoring…

Code
Metrics

Detection
Strategies

Detection

We can nowadays automate some 
activities within code smells detection 
and automate certain refactorings

Diagnosis

Context
information

Refactoring (manual and 
semi-automated)

Symptoms 
instances

Refactoring
candidates
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But, how to refactor in a cost-effective way? 

to-do list

http://www.ruthmalan.com
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1. Impact on code ( effort for refactoring, future changes/fixes)
2. Impact on tests ( effort for enhancing, reworking)

Refactoring will have an impact, but what type of 
impact?

Code Smells Refactoring
(alternatives)

Code

Tests
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1. Impact on code ( effort for refactoring, future changes/fixes)
2. Impact on tests ( effort for enhancing, reworking)

Refactoring will have an impact, but what type of 
impact?

Studies have shown that refactoring code 
clones could represent considerable risks 

[Kim et al., 2005]

Inconsistent use of super calls and the lack of scope 
when using interfaces are some problems in the 
context of program refactoring

[Najjar & Counsell, 2003]

Automated transformations 
could impact negatively 
program comprehension

[Callis, 1988]
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Effort in code smell detection/analysis and 
refactoring should be goal-driven

http://www.ruthmalan.com http://www.ruthmalan.com

http://me.andering.com/2007/11/

Code Smell
Detection effort

Criticality/Importance

Refactoring
Implementation effort

Implementation risk
* *
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Effort in code smell detection/analysis and 
refactoring should be goal-driven

http://www.ruthmalan.com http://www.ruthmalan.com

http://me.andering.com/2007/11/

We need empirical evidence that 
can help us to make good 
refactoring decisions!



4. Results from empirical  
    studies 
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In the search of a catalogue of methods, tools and 
empirical evidence for guiding refactoring…

Literature survey

http://www.ruthmalan.com

Case Study

Which methods, tools and empirically derived knowledge 
is available for detecting and analyzing code smells and 

guiding refactoring decisions? 
Sources: IEEE Xplore, ACM and ISI Web of knowledge (2000-2008) 
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In the search of a catalogue of methods, tools and 
empirical evidence for guiding refactoring…

Literature survey

http://www.ruthmalan.com

Case Study

Paper: Maintenance and agile development: 
challenges, opportunities and future directions
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Identified empirical studies focused on three areas:

Subjective evaluation of code smells

Effects of refactorings and trade-offs

Effects of code clones and other code smells
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Subjective evaluation of code smells
How reliable are humans as code smell detectors?
Paper: An Experiment on Subjective Evolvability Evaluation of Object-Oriented Software: 
Explaining Factors and Interrater Agreement 

[Mäntylä, 2005]

Study description:
✔  Participants: 88 Helsinki University MSc. Students (some with work experience)

✔  Code analyzed by participants: 1000 NLOC Java application

✔ Experiment 1: Asked if certain code smells (Long Method, Long Parameter List    
   and Feature Envy) existed in the code and if they should be refactored or not

✔ Experiment 2: Asked if the code should be refactored or not

✔  Interrater agreement using Kendallʼs W. Gives the degree to which different 
raters/observers give consistent estimates of the same phenomenon using the 
same measure [0-1].
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Subjective evaluation of code smells
How reliable are humans as code smell detectors?
Paper: An Experiment on Subjective Evolvability Evaluation of Object-Oriented Software: 
Explaining Factors and Interrater Agreement 

[Mäntylä, 2005]

Results:
✔ High interrater agreement on simple code smells:
    Long Parameter List (W= 0.816) and Long Method (W=0.777)
✔ Low agreement on complex code smells:
    Feature Envy (W=0.238)

✔ Low agreement on both experiments regarding refactoring decision 
    (W= 0.353 and W = 0.397)
✔ Differences in demographics could not explain variations in refactoring            
    decision nor code smells detection
✔ Metrics could explain agreement only on simple code smells detection
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Subjective evaluation of code smells
How reliable are humans as code smell detectors?
Paper: An Experiment on Subjective Evolvability Evaluation of Object-Oriented Software: 
Explaining Factors and Interrater Agreement 

[Mäntylä, 2005]

Summary:
✔  People tend to agree upon simple smells, but not the complex ones   

✔ People tend to not agree on refactoring decisions

✔  Tool support for refactoring decision making (such as refactoring       
    oracles) based on metrics may work only for simple code smells
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Subjective evaluation of code smells
How different are results from subjective evaluations of code 
smells compared to automatic program analysis?
Paper: Subjective evaluation of software evolvability using code smells: An empirical study 
[Mäntylä, 2006]    

Study description:
✔  Survey in Finnish company (12 participants)

✔  Modules 16 KLOC to 83 KLOC (Delphi)

✔  Developers were asked for the degree of presence of 23 code smells in modules

✔  Results were compared to results from data driven from program analysis
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Subjective evaluation of code smells
How different are results from subjective evaluations of code 
smells compared to automatic program analysis?
Paper: Subjective evaluation of software evolvability using code smells: An empirical study 
[Mäntylä, 2006]    

Some results:
✔  Lead developers reported more Parallel Inheritance Hierarchies, while regular 
developers reported more Duplicated Code

✔  Participants with less experience with the modules reported more smells than  
participants who have been working for a while with the modules

✔  Participants attitudes towards the code explained part of the differences

✔  Perception of Large class, Long parameter list and Duplicated code was 
conflicting with program analysis

✔ Perception of Long method was similar (if outlier is removed)
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Subjective evaluation of code smells
How different are results from subjective evaluations of code 
smells compared to automatic program analysis?
Paper: Subjective evaluation of software evolvability using code smells: An empirical study 
[Mäntylä, 2006]    

Summary:
✔ Metrics-based and subjective detection are not uniform
✔ Conformance is higher with low-level problems
✔ Experienced developers are better at detecting “high-level” smells
✔  Developers go blind in their own smells… 
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Subjective evaluation of code smells

Summary:
✔ Metrics-based and subjective detection are not uniform
✔ Conformance is higher with low-level problems
✔ Experienced developers are better at detecting “high-level” smells
✔  Developers go blind in their own smells… 

How different are results from subjective evaluations of code 
smells compared to automatic program analysis?
Paper: Subjective evaluation of software evolvability using code smells: An empirical study 
[Mäntylä, 2006]    

Results suggest that for detection/
diagnosis of code smells, a combined 
approach is more reliable
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Studies on effects of code smells
How do code clones evolve during maintenance?
Paper: How Clones are Maintained: An Empirical Study
[Aversano, 2007]    

Study description:
✔   Analysis of ArgoUML ( 5 developers in 2000 – 32 developers in 2005 ) 58 rel. 
✔   DNSJava (single developer 1999 – 2006 ) 52 releases 
✔   Use notion of Modification Transaction (MT= 400s)
✔   Code clones where detected and were observed during their evolution and 
     during bug fixing and determined if code clones were: 
     i) consistently updated in the same MT or near
    ii) evolving independently
   iii) subjected to updates/bug fixes later

Clone evolution patterns inspired by [Kim et al. 2005]
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Studies on effects of code smells
How do code clones evolve during maintenance?
Paper: How Clones are Maintained: An Empirical Study
[Aversano, 2007]    

Results 

   ArgoUML distribution of clone evolution                     Distribution of reasons for late propagations
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Studies on effects of code smells
How do code clones evolve during maintenance?
Paper: How Clones are Maintained: An Empirical Study
[Aversano, 2007]    

Results 

 DNSJava distribution of clone evolution                            Distribution of clones upon granularity and evolution
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Studies on effects of code smells
How do code clones evolve during maintenance?
Paper: How Clones are Maintained: An Empirical Study
[Aversano, 2007]    

Summary
✔  Most of the cloned classes evolved consistently during same MT or near MT

✔  In case did not evolve consistently, it was due to a split in their functionality

✔  Developers delayed the propagation unless it represented a risk
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Studies on effects of code smells
Do code clones really increase the maintenance effort?
Paper: Assessing the effect of clones on changeability
[Lozano & Wermelinger, 2008]    

Study description:
✔   CVS analysis of 4 open source projects and extracted:
    Likelihood of change of method m during period P
    (number of changes to m)/ (overall number of changes in the system), during P
    Impact of change m (average % of system changed whenever m is changed)
    Effort = Likelihood x Impact
✔  Identified 3 types of methods:
    Never cloned (NC)
    Always had a clone method (AC)
    Sometimes it had and sometimes not (SC)
✔  Identified periods of time P:
    When a method has/doesnʼt have a clone
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Studies on effects of code smells
Do code clones really increase the maintenance effort?
Paper: Assessing the effect of clones on changeability
[Lozano & Wermelinger, 2008]    

Results:
✔  Comparing methods when cloned and when not cloned resulted in high p-values (p > 0.05), 
indicating the test could not find statistical difference in the effort

✔   This was not so when comparing effort for methods which always had a clone 
      vs. the methods which never had clones

✔  When calculating the increase 
(how much the effort increased) between
cloned and not cloned periods, 50% of 
the time was no increase (even minus), but
once positive, it would result in a rapid grow

Top 10% increases were selected to analysis
but no common characteristics were found
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Studies on effects of code smells
Do code clones really increase the maintenance effort?
Paper: Assessing the effect of clones on changeability
[Lozano & Wermelinger, 2008]    

Summary:
✔   At least 50% times, clones didnʼt affect changeability measures
✔   But when it increases, the increase is significant
✔   Effect depends more on the areas of the system where the clones are located 
more than the type of clone. 
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Studies on effects of code smells
Do code clones really increase the maintenance effort?
Paper: Assessing the effect of clones on changeability
[Lozano & Wermelinger, 2008]    

Summary:
✔   At least 50% times, clones didnʼt affect changeability measures
✔   But when it increases, the increase is significant
✔   Effect depends more on the areas of the system where the clones are located 
more than the type of clone. 

Results suggest that cloning code is a normal 
practice, and clones by themselves do not have as 
strong effects as if they are found in combination 
with other factors, and then its consequences could 
be critical
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Studies on effects of code smells
Do certain code smells increase the probability of defects?
Paper: An empirical study of the bad smells and class error probability in the post-release 
object-oriented system evolution
[Li & Shatnawi, 2006]    

Study description:
✔  Eclipse project analyzed (releases 2.0, 2.1 and 3.0)  
✔  Detected code smells (with Borland Together): 
    God Class, God Method, Refused Bequest, Shotgun Surgery and Feature Envy
✔  Error reports from Bugzilla classified in High, Medium, Low

Analysis focused on: 
✔   Comparing if classes with code smells are more prone to errors
✔   Also, if certain code smells are associated to certain error levels
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Studies on effects of code smells

Results:
✔   God Method, God Class and Shotgun Surgery code smells are associated with   
     error proneness

✔  All code smells except God Class (which was associated with medium and high) 
were positively associated with all levels of criticality in the errors

Do certain code smells increase the probability of defects?
Paper: An empirical study of the bad smells and class error probability in the post-release 
object-oriented system evolution
[Li & Shatnawi, 2006]    
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Studies on effects of code smells

Results:
✔   P values under 0.05 in most smells

✔  OR (odd ratio positive) for each of    
    the code smells  Likelihood of error

✔  From all the smells, Shotgun Surgery
    was associated with all levels of error in
    all examined releases.

Do certain code smells increase the probability of defects?
Paper: An empirical study of the bad smells and class error probability in the post-release 
object-oriented system evolution
[Li & Shatnawi, 2006]    



Studies on effects of code smells

Summary:
✔   God Method, God Class and Shotgun Surgery code smells do increase 
     the probability of defects 

✔   God Class is not associated with low-level errors, but mid and high-level

✔   Shotgun surgery was associated with all error levels, making it potentially   
     difficult to estimate its impact

Do certain code smells increase the probability of defects?
Paper: An empirical study of the bad smells and class error probability in the post-release 
object-oriented system evolution
[Li & Shatnawi, 2006]    
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Studies for tradeoffs in refactoring
Which refactorings are most expensive?
Paper: Is the Need to Follow Chains a Possible Deterrent to Certain Refactorings and an 
Inducement to Others? 
[Counsell, 2006]    

Refactoring  Directly Required Refactorings  
1. Encapsulate Downcast  Encapsulate Collection.  
2. Push Down Method  None.  
3. Extract Subclass  Move Method, Push Down Method, Push Down Field, Rename 

Method, Replace Conditional with Polymorphism, Replace 
Constructor with Factory Method, Self Encapsulate Field.  

4. Encapsulate Field  Move Method.  
5. Hide Method  None.  
6. Pull Up Field  Self Encapsulate Field.  
7. Extract Superclass  Form Template Method, Pull Up Constructor Body, Pull Up 

Field, Pull Up Method, Rename Method, Substitute Algorithm.  
8. Remove Parameter  None.  
9. Push Down Field  None.  
10. Pull Up Method  Pull Up Field, Self Encapsulate Field.  
11. Move Method  None.  
12. Add Parameter  Introduce Parameter Object.  
13. Move Field  Encapsulate Field, Self Encapsulate Field.  
14. Rename Method  None.  

Refactoring chain size Refactoring dependency matrix
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Studies for tradeoffs in refactoring
Which refactorings are most expensive?
Paper: Is the Need to Follow Chains a Possible Deterrent to Certain Refactorings and an 
Inducement to Others? 
[Counsell, 2006]    

Study description:
✔   Analysis of 14 refactorings
✔   Based on refactoring dependency graph (drawn from analysis on Fowlerʼs text)
✔   Analysis of 7 mid-sized OSS

Tool Description Versions
MegaMek A computer game 7

Tyrant A fantasy adventure game 9
Velocity Template engine to access methods 

defined in Java 9
Antlr Framework for compilers and 

translators from Java, C++ or C# 5
HSQLDB Relational DB application 4

JasperReports Java reporting tool for page-oriented 
documents 3

PDFBox Java PDF library 5
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Studies for tradeoffs in refactoring
Which refactorings are most expensive?
Paper: Is the Need to Follow Chains a Possible Deterrent to Certain Refactorings and an 
Inducement to Others? 
[Counsell, 2006]    

Some results…
✔   No occurrences Encapsulate Downcast refactoring were found
✔   Only 6 occurrences Extract Subclass (0.67%)
✔   Nevertheless, 3 of them occurred
     in the same version of a given 
     system where 34% of all the refactorings
     of the entire study where undertaken! 
✔   23 occurrences Extract Superclass (3%) 
✔   During the occurrence of ESup, there was a 
     high occurrence of refactorings required by it.
✔   None of the above refactorings occurred in first 2 versions of any system 
✔   Hide Method occurred only 9 times despite is a simple refactoring



Studies for tradeoffs in refactoring

Summary:
✔   Encapsulate Downcast, Extract Subclass, and Extract Superclass are  
     associated with an increase in the occurrence of refactorings. 

✔  Not all simple refactorings are preferred by developers such as Hide Method, 
    due to the risks that it represents

✔  Complex refactorings seem to be performed “on-demand” in “effort bursts”

Which refactorings are most expensive?
Paper: Is the Need to Follow Chains a Possible Deterrent to Certain Refactorings and an 
Inducement to Others? 
[Counsell, 2006]    
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Studies for tradeoffs in refactoring
Which refactorings affect the test suites?
Paper: Refactoring test suites versus test behavior: a TTCN-3 perspective
[Counsell, 2007]    

Study description:
✔  Goal was to connect code smells to the refactoring that affected less the test suits

✔  Based on testing-taxonomy by [Van Deursen & Moonen, 2002]
    Two types of test refactoring: Test Behavior and Test Suite Structure

✔  15 refactorings applicable to TTCN-3 (test behavior) from  [Zeiss et al., 2006]

✔  13 refactorings applicable to TTCN-3 (test suite structure) from  [Zeiss et al., 2006]

✔  Analysis consisted on using the refactoring dependency graph from [Counsell, 2006] to:
    Deriving the complexity (in-degree or out-degree)  Dependency Analysis
    Determine the refactoring chain size for each type of refactorings
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Taxonomy of TTCN-3 refactorings

Test Behavior Refactoring 
1. Consolidate Conditional Expression 
2. Consolidate Duplicate Conditional Fragments 
3. Decompose Conditional 
4. Extract Function [Extract Method] 
5. Introduce Assertion 
6. Introduce Explaining Variable 
7. Inline Function [Inline Method] 
8. Inline Temp 
9. Remove Assignment to Parameters 
10. Remove Control Flag 
11. Replace Nested Conditional with Guard 
Clauses 
12. Replace Temp with Query 
13. Separate Query from Modifier 
14. Split Temporary Variable 
15. Substitute Algorithm 

Test Suit Structure Refactoring 
1. Add Parameter 
2. Extract Extended Component [Extract Subclass] 
3. Extract Parent Component [Extract Superclass] 
4. Introduce Local Port/Variable/Constant/Timer [Introduce Local Extension]
5. Introduce Record Type Parameter [Introduce Parameter Object] 
6. Parameterize Test Case/Function/Alt Step [Parameterize Method] 
7. Pull Up Port/Variable/Constant/Timer [Pull Up Field] 
8. Push Down Port/Variable/Constant/Timer [Push Down Field] 
9. Replace Magic Number with Symbolic Constant 
10. Remove Parameter 
11. Rename [Rename Method] 
12. Replace Parameter with Explicit Functions [Replace Parameter with Explicit 
Methods] 
13. Replace Parameter with Function 
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Studies for tradeoffs in refactoring
Which refactorings affect the test suites?
Paper: Refactoring test suites versus test behavior: a TTCN-3 perspective
[Counsell, 2007]    

Results  
Test Behavior refactorings                     Test suite structure refactorings

 Highest: Extract function                                         Highest: Extract extended component
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Studies for tradeoffs in refactoring
Which refactorings affect the test suites?
Paper: Refactoring test suites versus test behavior: a TTCN-3 perspective
[Counsell, 2007]    

Results
✔  Test Suite Structure refactorings have far longer chains as compared to
     Test Behavior refactorings

✔   Refactorings with the longest chain:
•  Extract Extended Component 
•  Extract Parent Component 
•  Introduce Record Type Parameter
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Studies for tradeoffs in refactoring
Which refactorings affect the test suites?
Paper: Refactoring test suites versus test behavior: a TTCN-3 perspective
[Counsell, 2007]    

Summary:
✔   Refactoring test behavior requires a simpler, less demanding set of tasks as   
     compared to refactoring test suit structure. 

Not all refactorings require the same effort as they 
have differences in their solution mechanics.
For some refactorings is proven that they can 
considerably increase effort so they should be 
considered with care.
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Summary of empirical studies
✔  Smell detections should combine program analysis and subjective evaluation

✔  Code clones are not always so bad, but under certain conditions that should be    
    observed, they could increase considerably the maintenance effort

✔  Shotgun Surgery, God Class and God method smells are proven to increase   
    probability of defects

✔  Push Down Field, Move Method and Rename Method found as most common refactoring

✔  Encapsulate Downcast, Extract Subclass and Extract Superclass refactorings 
    are less common and more complex refactorings, which would increase the effort

✔  Hide Method is less common although is a simple refactoring due to its risks 

✔  Test Suits Structure refactorings (mostly Extract Extended Component, Extract Parent    
     Component, and Introduce Record Type Parameter) affect negatively the test suites

✔  Overall, empirical evidence is still scarce…
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Our approach for maintenance and evolution…

Code
Metrics

Detection
Strategies

Detection Diagnosis

Context
information

Symptoms 
instances

Refactoring
candidates

Refactoring
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Our approach for maintenance and evolution…

Code
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Detection
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Detection Diagnosis

Context
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Symptoms 
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Refactoring
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Criticality

Refactoring
Effort
Risk**

Tradeoffs
guidance

Experience
Companies

knowledge base
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Work in progress…
How different patterns of code smells affect maintainability?
Current work at Simula…

Data analysis of multiple controlled case study where:
✔  4 java web applications (from 3kloc to 18kloc) with similar functionality but
    different design were maintained during a period of 35 days
✔  6 developers, each worked with at least 2 systems (solo-projects)
✔  Each of the 4 displayed different patterns of code smells
✔  All the code smells from Borland Together were extracted from the commits
✔  Each of the 6 projects was followed closely, (scrum meetings were 
    recorded) and after the project was done interviews were carried out with 
    each developer.

Expected to recognize patterns of code smells that
can be used to recognize characteristics of systems
that would affect certain outcomes from a 
maintenance project



5. Some tools, frameworks, 
methods, and ideas… 
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Recent tools…

Methodology that uses inter-smells relations 
(amongst other indicators) to gain confidence on 
the presence and severity of certain Code Smells

[Walter & Pietrzak, 2006, 2007]

Design flaws detection and diagnosis framework
[Trifu & Reupke, 2007]

Code Smells detection combined with concerns 
analysis

[Carneiro & Magnavita, 2008]



[Trifu & Reupke, 2007]
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[Carneiro & Magnavita, 2008]
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Framework for maintenance improvement 
(integrated to the development process)…

Empirical
evidence Code Smell

Criticality

Refactoring
Effort
Risk**Experience

Companies

Knowledge base

+
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“The ultimate goal of Software Engineering is to achieve highest 
benefits at lowest costs. Software quality is desirable exactly to 
the degree it contributes to that goal” 

[Ludewing, 1994]
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Thank you!

For collaborations, partnerships, projects, or if 
you are just curious about Simula:

http:www.//simula.no/research/engineering
Contact info available at:

http://simula.no/people/aiko
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